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3 Gamechanging benefits

01
Quicker implemention
of projects resluting in
cost savings

(powered by Pega)

03
Increased adaptability
to new law changes

02
Improved legal accuracy
of decision

Northern Lights

Solution Description
This solution supports the decision making process and management of the relevant laws and regulations for national
public sector agencies.

What is Northern Lights?

The solution includes:

Northern Lights is a case management & decision making solution for Government agencies with adherence to OASIS
archiving standard, PSI act and built-in traceability from decisions to EU directives, based on the Pega Government Platform.
The solution is unique because it offers a combination of legal rules and case management.

Specific

decision work
flows and cases

The solution consists of 3 components
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supported (and
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law and EU directives)
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Governmental PSI
compliant case
handling process

Case archiving
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governmental
standards (EU
OASIS and RA-FS
2019:2).

regulation capability
to support public
sector decisionmaking activities and
support automation

Reuse terminology
as defined by law to
support the decision
making process

Map & use
regulations and
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Capture events,

decisions, documents
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and track the decision
making process and to
ensure end to end
traceability

specific agency to
drive decision
making

Supports the

Swedish government
archiving standard

Law & regulation
Controls & checks

to ensure and enable high
quality decision-making

management

Who to
contact?

Tony Smith, Head of Pega CoE, Nordics
Tel: +46 73-0871817
Email: tony.n.smith@capgemini.com

About
Capgemini
A gA global leader in consulting, technology services and digital transformation,
Capgemini is at the forefront of innovation to address the entire breadth of
clients’ opportunities in the evolving world of cloud, digital and platforms.
Building on its strong 50-year heritage and deep industry-specific expertise,
Capgemini enables organizations to realize their business ambitions through
an array of services from strategy to operations. Capgemini is driven by the
conviction that the business value of technology comes from and through
people. It is a multicultural company of over 200,000 team members in more
than 40 countries. The Group reported 2018 global revenues of EUR 13.2 billion.
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